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Team Up With GeneCo!
•
Are You Looking For...
GeneCo
23 Chromosome Lane
Palo Alto, CA. 94301

Come celebrate with
us the strength of biotechnology research
and the kind of diversity unique only to the
San Francisco Bay Area!

Fresh Faces?
Fresh Genes?
A Fresh Future?

History & Mission

GeneCo

It was while working at Genentech
that Ting started to have moral questions about how genetic code was
handled. But now through GeneCo,
Ting is able to control how code and
research is handled; it is GeneCo’s
founding principle to perform the
necessary tasks in genetic research
in the most moralistic way possible.

also gives GeneCo access to the
Bay Area’s unique brand of diversity, one not seen elsewhere in the
United States. Furthermore, being in
the Silicon Valley also gives GeneCo
unprecedented access to the best
technology available;
GeneCo
maintains
a
state-of-theart
facility
with cuttingedge machines
at every level of
business. Everything about GeneCo’s
facility and location has proven itself
to be extremely advantageous as, according to a recent study performed
by Santa Clara County, GeneCo’s employees are the happiest and most
productive of all genetic research
companies in the County!

About Facilities & Location

Employment Opportunities

of

In 1978, Ting Huwong moved from
Taiwan to the United States in order to
persue his American Dream; Taiwan
just had no more room for another
geneticist, yet the San Francisco Bay
Area welcomed Ting with open arms.
After working his way up to Project
Director at Genentech, Ting quit in
1997 in order to start his own genetic
research company; thus GeneCo was
founded.

GeneCo operates a three building
campus deep in the Palo Alto hills.
Ting chose this location specifically for
its open air setting
and for his preference to work far
from the heavily
urbanized areas.
Being in the San
Francisco Bay Area

If you’re tired of working somewhere
where diversity is not a priority or
where you feel your skills are being
stifled, then working for GeneCo can
be a dream come true for you. If you
are a:
• genetic scientist
• marketing professional
• programmer
• business manager
• technical writer

• motivated graduate
• high-tech individual
Then GeneCo is the perfect opportunity for you and your future. GeneCo
is actively looking to expand employment for all levels of business; if you
can think of a job, GeneCo is almost
certainly looking for someone to fill
the gap.

How To Apply

If you feel you have what it takes to
join the GeneCo staff, then don’t hesitate to sign on up!
Applying with GeneCo is extremely
easy. Simply visit the GeneCo webstie @ www.GeneCo.com and click
on “Employment Opportunities” at
the top.
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